Destination Reader Question types: Is it CLEAR?

Code

Clue

Question
Type

Right
there

Think and
search

Locate

Explore

Question Stems
Where?
Who?
What?
When?
Which?
Why?

How?
Give reasons…
True or false
Statements and multiple choice
Main idea/theme.
Link summaries to order in text.

How do you know…………? How can you tell………?
What does this word/phrase tell you about………?
Where do you think this text is set and why?
What is the overall mood of the text and why do you think
that?
What is the author/poet’s point of view and how do you
know?
What impressions do you get…..?
Why did ….?
What evidence is there that …? (based on whole text)

Answer

Re-read to check

Skills

Top tips

Retrieval
Summarising

Re-read the text
Locate through
skimming and scanning
Re-state information

Inference
Predicting
Making links

Inferred information so
evidence may not be
stated in the text.
‘You’ is often used in
these questions.
These questions may
require:
P - State my point
E - Use evidence
E - Explain why the
evidence backs up my
point (only in 3 mark
questions)

Evaluating
Summarising

Words like author and
writer give clues.
Some questions may
require:
P - State my point
E - Search for evidence
E - Explain why the
evidence backs up my
point (only in 3 mark
questions)

Prediction: What might happen next and what evidence is
there?
Do you think … will change their behaviour in the future –
use evidence?
Character: What do we know about this character / explain
what this description suggests – what clues from actions,
description or dialogue are there? In what ways might this
character appeal to the reader?

Evaluate

Vocabulary

How does the author’s/poet’s use of language effect the
reader?
How has the author/poet used figurative language
effectively?
Which words create the mood of the text?
Does the organisation of this text improve the effect on the
reader?
Why do you think the author/poet has presented this text in
this way?
Give 2 impressions this (quote) gives you of ….?

Which word tells us that ………. / most closely matches the
Clarifying
meaning of the word?
What does the word ………... mean in this context/sentence?
Find and copy the word that means………………
What does the word … suggest about …?

Re-read the text
Locate through
skimming
and scanning
State word or definition
using sentence context.

